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Accountability in research
Accounting education
Accounting in Europe
Accounting, business & financial history
Acta agriculturae Scandinavica. Section A: Animal science
Acta agriculturae Scandinavica. Section B: Soil and plant science
Acta agriculturae Scandinavica. Section C: Food economics
Acta borealia
Acta dermato-venereologica
Acta obstetricia et gynecologica Scandinavica
Acta odontologica Scandinavica
Acta oncologica
Acta orthopaedica
Acta orthopaedica. Supplementum
Acta oto-laryngologica
Acta oto-laryngologica. Supplementum
Acta paediatrica
Acta paediatrica
Acta radiologica
Acta radiologica. Supplementum
Action learning
Active & passive electronic components
Acute cardiac care
Addiction research & theory
Adelphi papers
Advances in physics
Advances in physiotherapy
Advances in speech language pathology
Aerosol science and technology
Africa education review
African and black diaspora
African historical review
African identities
African studies
Aging & mental health
Aging, neuropsychology, and cognition
AIDS care
Alcheringa
Al-Masaq
ALT-J, research in learning technology
American communist history
American foreign policy interests
American Industrial Hygiene Association journal
American journal of drug and alcohol abuse
American journal of family therapy
American journal of psychiatric rehabilitation
American journal on addictions
American nineteenth century history
Amyloid
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and other motor neuron disorders
Analytical letters
Ancient biomolecules
Angelaki
Animal biotechnology
Ankara papers
Annals of clinical psychiatry
Annals of human biology
Annals of medicine
Annals of science
Annals of tropical medicine and parasitology
Anthropological forum
Anthropology & medicine
Anxiety, stress and coping
Aphasiology
Applicable analysis
Applied artificial intelligence
Applied bionics and biomechanics
Applied economics
Applied economics letters
Applied environmental education and communication
Applied financial economics
Applied financial economics
Applied financial economics letters
Applied mathematical finance
Applied occupational & environmental hygiene
Applied spectroscopy reviews
Aquaculture economics & management
Aquatic ecosystem health & management
Aquatic insects
Arabic & Middle Eastern literatures
Architectural theory review
Archives of agronomy & soil science
Archives of andrology
Archives of animal nutrition
Archives of nature conservation and landscape research = Archiv für Naturschutz und Landschaften
Archives of physiology & biochemistry
Archives of phytopathology and plant protection = Archiv für Phytopathologie und Pflanzenschutz
Archives of suicide research
Arid land research and management
Artifact
Artificial cells, blood substitutes, and immobilization biotechnology
Asia Pacific business review
Asia Pacific journal of education
Asia Pacific journal of tourism research
Asia, Africa and Latin America = Asien, Afrika, Lateinamerika
Asian affairs
Asian ethnicity
Asian journal of communication
Asian journal of political science
Asian philosophy
Asian population studies
Asian security
Asian studies review
Asia-Pacific journal of teacher education
Asia-Pacific review
Assessment & evaluation in higher education
Assessment in education
Astronomical & astrophysical transactions
Astropolitics
Atlantic Studies
Attachment and human development
Audiological medicine
Augmentative & alternative communication
Australasian journal of philosophy
Australasian journal of special education
Australian feminist studies
Australian geographer
Australian journal of earth sciences
Australian journal of international affairs
Australian journal of linguistics
Australian journal of political science
Australian journal of psychology
Australian psychologist
Australian social work
Autoimmunity
Avian pathology
Barnläokaren
Behaviour & information technology
Biocatalysis & biotransformation
Biocontrol science and technology
Biofouling
Biological rhythm research
Biomarkers
Bioremediation journal
Biotechnic & histochemistry
Blood pressure
Body, movement and dance in psychotherapy
Boreas
Brain injury
Bridge structures
British educational research journal
British journal for the history of philosophy
British journal of guidance & counselling
British journal of Middle Eastern studies
British journal of neurosurgery
British journal of religious education
British journal of sociology of education
British poultry abstracts
British poultry science
BSHM Bulletin
Building research & information
Bulletin of Indonesian economic studies
Bulletin of Spanish studies
Business & politics
Business history
Cambridge journal of education
Cancer epidemiology and prevention
Cancer investigation
Capitalism, nature, socialism
Catalysis reviews
Cell communication & adhesion
Central Asian survey
Changing English
Chemical engineering communications
Chemistry & ecology
Child care in practice
Child neuropsychology
Children's geographies
China economic journal
China journal of social work
China law review
Chinese journal of communication
Chinese medical sciences
Choreography and dance
Christian bioethics
Christian higher education
Chronobiology international
Citizenship studies
City
Civil engineering & environmental systems
Civil wars
Clean air
Climacteric
Clinical & developmental immunology
Clinical and experimental hypertension
Clinical intensive care
Clinical linguistics & phonetics
Clinical neuropsychologist
Clinical psychologist
Clinical research and regulatory affairs
Clinical toxicology
Coaching
Coal preparation
Coastal management
CoDesign
Cognition & emotion
Cognitive behaviour therapy
Cognitive neuropsychiatry
Cognitive neuropsychology
Cold War history
Colonial Latin American review
Combustion science and technology
Combustion theory and modelling
Comments on inorganic chemistry
Comments on modern biology. Part C: Comments on theoretical biology
Comments on toxicology
Commonwealth & comparative politics
Commonwealth law bulletin
Communal
Communicatio
Communication & critical
Communication education
Communication monographs
Communication quarterly
Communication reports
Communication research reports
Communication studies
Communication teacher
Communications in algebra
Communications in partial differential equations
Communications in soil science and plant analysis
Communications in statistics. Part A: Theory and methods
Communications in statistics. Part B: Simulation and computation
Community college journal of research and practice
Community, work & family
Comparative education
Comparative strategy
Compare
Compendium series. Cardiovascular
Competition & change
Complex variables and elliptic equations
Computational & mathematical methods in medicine
Computer aided surgery
Computer assisted language learning
Computer methods in biomechanics & biomedical engineering
Computer science education
Conflict management and peace science
Conflict security and development
Connection science
Connective tissue research
Construction management & economics
Consumption, markets & culture
Contemporary British history
Contemporary Buddhism
Contemporary French and Francophone Studies
Contemporary justice review
Contemporary music review
Contemporary physics
Contemporary politics
Contemporary security policy
Contemporary South Asia
Contemporary theatre review
Contents pages in education
Continuum
COPD
Counselling & psychotherapy research journal
Counselling psychology quarterly
CRC critical reviews in food science and nutrition
Criminal justice studies
Critical arts
Critical Asian studies
Critical discourse studies
Critical public health
Critical review
Critical review of international social and political philosophy
Critical reviews in analytical chemistry
Critical reviews in biochemistry and molecular biology
Critical reviews in biotechnology
Critical reviews in clinical laboratory sciences
Critical reviews in computed tomography
Critical reviews in environmental science and technology
Critical reviews in microbiology
Critical reviews in plant sciences
Critical reviews in solid state and materials sciences
Critical reviews in toxicology
Critical studies in education
Critical studies in media communication
Critical studies on terrorism
Critique
Cryptologia
Crystallography reviews
Cultural studies
Cultural trends
Culture & organization
Culture and religion
Culture, health & sexuality
Culture, sport, society
Culture, theory and critique
Current eye research
Cutaneous and ocular toxicology
Cybernetics and systems
Cytokines, cellular & molecular therapy
Cytotherapy
Dance chronicle
Death studies
Debate
Defence & peace economics
Defence studies
Defense and security analysis
Democracy & nature
Democracy and security
Democratization
Development in practice
Development Southern Africa
Developmental neurorehabilitation
Deviant behavior
Digital creativity
Diplomacy & statecraft
Disability & society
Disability and rehabilitation
Disability and rehabilitation+A34
Discourse
Discrete dynamics in nature and society
Distance education
DNA sequence
Drug and alcohol review
Drug and chemical toxicology
Drug delivery
Drug design & discovery
Drug development and industrial pharmacy
Drug metabolism reviews
Drugs
Drying technology
Dynamical systems
Dynamics of asymmetric conflict
Early child development and care
Early popular visual culture
Early years
East European Jewish affairs
Eating disorders
Ecology of food and nutrition
Econometric reviews
Economic analysis
Economic systems research
Economics of innovation & new technology
Economy & society
Edebiyât
EDPACS
Education 3-13
Education and the law
Education economics
Education for health
Education, communication & information
Education, knowledge and economy
Educational action research
Educational gerontology
Educational media international
Educational psychology
Educational psychology in practice
Educational research
Educational research and evaluation
Educational review
Educational studies
Electric power components and systems
Electromagnetic biology & medicine
Electromagnetics
Emergences
Emotional & behavioural difficulties
Enantiomer
Endocrine research
Endothelium
Energy sources. Part A: Recovery, utilization and environmental effects
Energy sources. Part B: Economics, planning and policy
Engineering optimization
English studies
Enterprise & innovation management studies
Enterprise information systems
Entertainment law
Entrepreneurship & regional development
Environmental bioindicators
Environmental claims journal
Environmental communication
Environmental education research
Environmental forensics
Environmental politics
Environmental sciences
Equity and excellence in education
Ergonomics
Ernährungsforschung
Ethics and education
Ethics and social welfare
Ethics, place and environment
Ethnic and racial studies
Ethnicity & health
Ethnography and education
Ethnomusicology forum
Ethnopolitics
Ethnos
European early childhood education research journal
European journal of development research
European journal of developmental psychology
European journal of engineering education
European journal of English studies
European journal of housing policy
European journal of legal education
European journal of morphology
European journal of psychotherapy, counselling & health
European journal of social work
European journal of special needs education
European journal of sport science
European journal of surgery. Supplements
European journal of teacher education
European legacy
European planning studies
European review of history = Revue européenne d'histoire
European review of social psychology
European romantic review
European security
European societies
European sport management quarterly
Europe-Asia studies
Evidence-based communication assessment and intervention
Experimental aging research
Experimental diabesity research
Experimental heat transfer
Experimental lung research
Feminist economics
Feminist media studies
Feminist review
Ferroelectrics
Ferroelectrics. Letters section
Fetal and pediatric pathology
Fiber and integrated optics
Folklore
Food additives & contaminants
Food and agricultural immunology
Food and foodways
Food biotechnology
Food reviews international
Fragblast
Free radical research
Fullerenes, nanotubes & carbon nanostructures
Gastrointestinal oncology
Gender & education
Gender and development
Gender, place and culture
Geocarto international
Geographical & environmental modelling
Geography teacher
Geomechanics and Geoengineering
Geomicrobiology journal
Geophysical & astrophysical fluid dynamics
Geopolitics
Georisk
German politics
Global change, peace and security
Global crime
Global economic review
Global public health
Global society
Globalisation societies & education
Globalizations
Grana
Green Chemistry Letters and Reviews
Growth factors
Gynecological endocrinology
Harvard review of psychiatry
Health care for women international
Health psychology review
Health, risk & society
Heat transfer engineering
Hematology
Hemoglobin
High ability studies
High pressure research
Higher education in Europe
Higher education research & development
Historical biology
Historical journal of film, radio and television
History and anthropology
History and philosophy of logic
History and philosophy of the life sciences
History and technology
History of education
History of photography
Homily service
Housing studies
Housing, theory and society
Howard journal of communications
HPB
Human and ecological risk assessment
Human dimensions of wildlife
Human fertility
Human resource development international
Hypertension in pregnancy
Ibsen studies
Ichnos
Identities
IIE transactions
Imago Mundi
Immigrants & minorities
Immunological investigations
Immunopharmacology and immunotoxicology
Index on censorship
India review
Indonesia and the Malay world
Industry and innovation
Infant observation
Information & communications technology law
Information systems management
Information systems security
Information, communication & society
Inhalation toxicology
Innovation
Innovations in education and teaching international
Inorganic reaction mechanisms
Inquiry
Instrumentation science & technology
Integral transforms and special functions
Integrated assessment
Integrated ferroelectrics
Intellectual history review
Intelligence and national security
Interactive learning environments
Inter-Asia cultural studies
Intercultural education
International economic journal
International feminist journal of politics
International forum of psychoanalysis
International gambling studies
International interactions
International journal for academic development
International journal for computational methods in engineering science and mechanics
International Journal for the Study of the Christian Church
International journal of African Renaissance studies
International journal of architectural heritage
International journal of art therapy
International journal of audiology
International journal of behavioral development
International journal of cardiovascular interventions
International journal of computational fluid dynamics
International journal of computer integrated manufacturing
International journal of computer mathematics
International journal of construction education and research
International journal of control
International journal of crashworthiness
International journal of culture and mental health
International journal of digital Earth
International journal of disability, development and education
International journal of disaster medicine
International journal of distributed sensor networks
International journal of early years education
International journal of electronics
International journal of environmental analytical chemistry
International journal of environmental health research
International journal of environmental studies
International journal of fashion design, technology and education
International journal of food properties
International journal of food sciences & nutrition
International journal of general systems
International journal of geographical information science
International journal of geomechanics
International journal of green energy
International journal of heritage studies
International journal of human resource management
International journal of human rights
International journal of hyperthermia
International journal of inclusive education
International journal of injury control and safety promotion
International journal of intelligence and counterintelligence
International journal of language & communication disorders
International journal of leadership in education
International journal of lifelong education
International journal of logistics
International journal of mathematical education in science and technology
International journal of mining, reclamation and environment
International journal of neuroscience
International journal of optomechatronics
International journal of organization theory and behavior
International journal of parallel, emergent and distributed systems
International journal of pavement engineering
International journal of pediatric obesity
International journal of pest management
International journal of philosophical studies
International journal of phytoremediation
International journal of polymer analysis and characterization
International journal of polymeric materials
International journal of prisoner health
International journal of production research
International journal of psychiatry in clinical practice
International journal of psychology
International journal of psychotherapy
International journal of public administration
International journal of qualitative studies in education (QSE)
International journal of qualitative studies on health and well-being
International journal of radiation biology
International journal of remote sensing
International journal of research and method in education
International journal of RF technologies
International journal of rotating machinery
International journal of science education
International journal of smart engineering system design
International journal of social research methodology
International journal of surface mining, reclamation and environment
International journal of sustainable energy
International journal of sustainable transportation
International journal of systems science
International journal of the economics of business
International journal of the legal profession
International journal of water resources development
International peacekeeping
International planning studies
International review of applied economics
International review of law, computers & technology
International review of psychiatry
International review of sociology = Revue internationale de sociologie
International review of sport and exercise psychology
International reviews in physical chemistry
International reviews of immunology
International studies in sociology of education
International studies in the philosophy of science
International trade journal
Interventions
Inverse problems in science & engineering
Iranian studies
Irish educational studies
Irish political studies
Irish studies review
Islam and Christian-Muslim relations
Isotopes in environmental and health studies
Israel affairs
Issues in comprehensive pediatric nursing
Issues in mental health nursing
IUBMB life
Japan forum
Japanese studies
Jazz perspectives
Journal for cultural research
Journal for specialists in group work
Journal of addictions nursing
Journal of adhesion
Journal of Adventure Education & Outdoor Learning
Journal of African cultural studies
Journal of aging, humanities and the arts
Journal of applied communications research
Journal of applied management studies
Journal of applied sport psychology
Journal of applied statistics
Journal of Asian natural products research
Journal of Asian public policy
Journal of asthma
Journal of atmospheric and ocean science
Journal of Baltic studies
Journal of beliefs & values
Journal of biochemistry, molecular biology and biophysics
Journal of biological dynamics
Journal of biopharmaceutical statistics
Journal of carbohydrate chemistry
Journal of change management
Journal of child psychotherapy
Journal of children and media
Journal of children and poverty
Journal of children's health
Journal of Chinese economic and business studies
Journal of civil society
Journal of clinical and experimental neuropsychology
Journal of commonwealth law and legal education
Journal of communist studies & transition politics
Journal of comparative policy analysis
Journal of comparative social welfare
Journal of constructivist psychology
Journal of contemporary African studies
Journal of contemporary Asia
Journal of contemporary European studies
Journal of contemporary religion
Journal of coordination chemistry
Journal of cosmetic and laser therapy
Journal of criminal justice education
Journal of curriculum studies
Journal of dermatological treatment
Journal of design and manufacturing automation
Journal of difference equations and applications
Journal of dispersion science and technology
Journal of drug evaluation
Journal of drug targeting
Journal of early childhood teacher education
Journal of earthquake engineering
Journal of eastern African studies
Journal of economic methodology
Journal of economic policy reform
Journal of education & work
Journal of education for teaching
Journal of education policy
Journal of educational administration and history
Journal of elections, public opinion & parties
Journal of energetic materials
Journal of engineering design
Journal of enhanced heat transfer
Journal of environmental planning and management
Journal of environmental policy & planning
Journal of environmental science and health. Part A: Toxic
Journal of environmental science and health. Part B: Pesticides, food contaminants, and agriculture
Journal of environmental science and health. Part C: Environmental carcinogenesis & ecotoxicology
Journal of enzyme inhibition
Journal of epidemiology and biostatistics
Journal of ethnic and migration studies
Journal of european integration
Journal of European public policy
Journal of experimental & theoretical artificial intelligence
Journal of experimental nanoscience
Journal of further & higher education
Journal of gender studies
Journal of genocide research
Journal of geography
Journal of geography in higher education
Journal of global ethics
Journal of health communication
Journal of higher education policy and management
Journal of human development
Journal of human rights
Journal of immunoassay and immunochemistry
Journal of immunotoxicology
Journal of information technology
Journal of in-service education
Journal of intellectual & developmental disability
Journal of intelligent transportation systems
Journal of intercultural communication research
Journal of intercultural studies
Journal of international and intercultural communication
Journal of international trade & economic development
Journal of international wildlife law & policy
Journal of interprofessional care
Journal of intervention and statebuilding
Journal of investigative surgery
Journal of Jewish education
Journal of land use science
Journal of Latin American cultural studies
Journal of legislative studies
Journal of liposome research
Journal of liquid chromatography & related technologies
Journal of literary studies
Journal of location based services
Journal of loss & trauma
Journal of macromolecular science. Part A: Pure and applied chemistry
Journal of macromolecular science. Part B: Physics
Journal of macromolecular science. Part C: Polymer reviews
Journal of marketing communications
Journal of mathematics and music
Journal of mathematics and the arts
Journal of medical engineering & technology
Journal of medicine and philosophy
Journal of mental health
Journal of microencapsulation
Journal of military ethics
Journal of modern Italian studies
Journal of modern Jewish studies
Journal of modern optics
Journal of moral education
Journal of multilingual communication disorders
Journal of musicological research
Journal of muslim mental health
Journal of Muslim minority affairs
Journal of natural history
Journal of natural resources policy research
Journal of neurogenetics
Journal of neurovirology
Journal of neutron research
Journal of new music research
Journal of nonparametric statistics
Journal of nutritional & environmental medicine
Journal of obstetrics & gynaecology
Journal of occupational and environmental hygiene
Journal of organ dysfunction
Journal of peace education
Journal of plant interactions
Journal of plant nutrition
Journal of poetry therapy
Journal of policy reform
Journal of political ideologies
Journal of political science education
Journal of popular music studies
Journal of positive psychology
Journal of postcolonial writing
Journal of property research
Journal of psychosomatic obstetrics & gynecology
Journal of quantitative linguistics
Journal of receptors and signal transduction
Journal of rehabilitation medicine
Journal of rehabilitation medicine. Supplements
Journal of reproductive & infant psychology
Journal of research on Christian education
Journal of risk research
Journal of Scandinavian studies in criminology and crime prevention
Journal of sex & marital therapy
Journal of sexual aggression
Journal of Slavic military studies
Journal of social welfare and family law
Journal of social work practice
Journal of Southern African studies
Journal of Southern Europe and the Balkans
Journal of Spanish cultural studies
Journal of sport tourism
Journal of sports sciences
Journal of statistical computation and simulation
Journal of strategic marketing
Journal of substance use
Journal of sulfur chemistry
Journal of the Asia Pacific economy
Journal of the history of economic thought
Journal of the history of the neurosciences
Journal of the Society of Archivists
Journal of theoretical medicine
Journal of thermal stresses
Journal of toxicology & environmental health. Part B: Critical Reviews
Journal of toxicology & environmental health. Part A: Current issues
Journal of toxicology. Cutaneous and ocular toxicology
Journal of trace and microprobe technique
Journal of turbulence
Journal of urban design
Journal of urban technology
Journal of visual communication in medicine
Journal of vocational education and training
Journal of wine research
Journal of wood chemistry and technology
Journal of youth studies
Journalism practice
Journalism studies
Justice quarterly
Konsthistorisk tidskrift
Labor history
Landscape research
Language & cognitive processes
Language learning journal
Language matters
Laser chemistry
Lasers in engineering
Laterality
Latin American and Caribbean ethnic studies
Leadership and policy in schools
Learning, media and technology
Leisure sciences
Leisure studies
Lethaia
Leukemia & lymphoma
Life writing
Linear & multilinear algebra
Liquid crystals
Liquid crystals today
LIT
Liturgy
Local economy
Local environment
Local government studies
Logopedics phoniatrics vocology
London review of education
Low intensity conflict and law enforcement
Machining science and technology
Macroeconomics and finance in emerging market economies
Main group chemistry
Managing leisure
Marine & freshwater behaviour & physiology
Marine biology research
Marine geodesy
Marine georesources & geotechnology
Maritime policy & management
Materials and manufacturing processes
Mathematical and computer modelling of dynamical systems
Mathematical cognition
Mathematical population studies
Mechanics based design of structures & machines
Mechanics of advanced materials & structures
Meddelande från SOF
Media history
Mediators of inflammation
Medical anthropology
Medical informatics and the Internet in medicine
Medical teacher
Medicine, conflict and survival
Mediterranean historical review
Mediterranean politics
Memory
Mental health and substance use
Mental health, religion & culture
Mentoring & tutoring
Microbial ecology in health & disease
Microcirculation
Middle Eastern literatures
Middle Eastern studies
Mineral processing & extractive metallurgy review
Minerals & energy
Minerva
Minimally invasive therapy & allied technologies
Mobilities
Modern & contemporary France
Modern Chinese history
Modern Italy
Molecular crystals and liquid crystals
Molecular crystals and liquid crystals science and technology. Section B: Nonlinear optics
Molecular membrane biology
Molecular physics
Molecular simulation
Mortality
Museum management and curatorship
Music education research
Muziki
Myth & Symbol
Nanoscale and microscale thermophysical engineering
Nanotoxicology
National identities
Nationalism & ethnic politics
Nationalities papers
Natural product research
Network
Neuro ophthalmology
Neurocase
Neuropsychological rehabilitation
Neutron news
New educator
New genetics & society
New labor forum
New political economy
New political science
New review of bioethics
New review of children’s literature and librarianship
New review of film and television studies
New review of hypermedia & multimedia
New review of information and library research
New review of information behaviour research
Nicotine & tobacco research
Nineteenth-century contexts
Nondestructive testing & evaluation
NORA
Nordic journal of linguistics
Nordic journal of psychiatry
Nordisk geriatrik
Norsk geologisk tidsskrift = Norwegian journal of geology
Norwegian archaeological review
Norwegian journal of geography = Norsk geografisk tidsskrift
Nuclear physics news
Nucleosides, nucleotides & nucleic acids
Numerical functional analysis and optimization
Numerical heat transfer
Numerical heat transfer
Nutritional neuroscience
Ocean development & international law
Ocular immunology and inflammation
Open learning
Operative techniques in oculoplastic
Ophthalmic epidemiology
Ophthalmic genetics
Optimization
Optimization methods & software
Orbit
Oxford development studies
Oxford review of education
Ozone
Paedagogica historica
Parallax
Particulate science and technology
Pathology
Patterns of prejudice
Peace review
Pedagogy, culture & society
Pediatric hematology and oncology
Pediatric rehabilitation
Pediatrics and related topics = Pädiatrie und Grenzgebiete
Performance research
Perspectives
Petroleum science and technology
Pharmaceutical biology
Pharmaceutical development and technology
Pharmaceutical news
Pharmacology reviews and communications
Pharmacy education
Phase transitions
Philosophical explorations
Philosophical magazine
Philosophical magazine letters
Philosophical magazine. A: Physics of condensed matter, defects and mechanical properties
Philosophical magazine. B: Statistical mechanics, electronic, optical and magnetic properties
Philosophical practice
Philosophical psychology
Philosophy and geography
Phosphorus, sulfur & silicon & the related elements
Photographies
Physical education and sport pedagogy
Physical separation in science & engineering
Physics and chemistry of liquids
Physiotherapy theory & practice
Planning perspectives
Planning practice & research
Planning theory & practice
Plant biosystems
Plasma devices & operations
Platelets
Police practice & research
Policing & society
Policy studies
Political communication
Politikon
Polycyclic aromatic compounds
Polymer news
Polymer reaction engineering
Polymer reviews
Polymer-plastics technology and engineering
Popular music & society
Population studies
Postcolonial studies
Post-communist economies
Practice
Prehospital emergency care
Prenatal and neonatal medicine
Preparative biochemistry & biotechnology
Pretexts
Primärvärden nyheter
PRIMUS
Probe microscopy
Production planning & control
Progress in natural science
Prometheus
Prose studies
Prosthetics and orthotics international
Provincial China
Psychoanalytic psychotherapy
Psychoanalytic studies
Psychodynamic practice
Psychological perspectives
Psychology & health
Psychology crime & law
Psychology, health & medicine
Psychosis
Psychotherapy research
Public management review
Qualitative research in psychology
Qualitative research reports in communication
Quality assurance
Quality engineering
Quality in higher education
Quantitative finance
Quarterly journal of speech
Quarterly review of film & video
Race, ethnicity & education
Radiation effects & defects in solids
Radical society
Reading & writing quarterly
Reading psychology
Receptors & channels
Reflective practice
Regional & federal studies
Regional studies
Religion, state and society
Religious education
Renal failure
Rent review and lease renewal
Representation
Research in dance education
Research in drama education
Research in mathematics education
Research in nondestructive evaluation
Research in post-compulsory education
Research in science & technological education
Research in sports medicine
Research papers in education
Rethinking history
Rethinking Marxism
Review
Review of African political economy
Review of education
Review of international affairs
Review of international political economy
Review of Middle East economics and finance
Review of political economy
Review of social economy
Review series. Allergy
Review series. Dementia
Review series. Gynecology
Review series. Hepatitis
Review series. Infectious diseases
Review series. Neurology & cognitive neuroscience
Review series. Neuropathic pain
Review series. Oncology
Review series. Paediatrics
Review series. Psychiatry
Review series. Respiratory
Review series. Rheumatology
Review series. Urology
Reviews in anthropology
Reviews in fisheries science
Revolutionary Russia
Risk decision and policy
RSQ
RUSI
Safundi
SAR and QSAR in environmental research
Sarcoma
Sarsia
Scandinavian actuarial journal
Scandinavian audiology
Scandinavian audiology. Supplement
Scandinavian cardiovascular journal
Scandinavian cardiovascular journal. Supplements
Scandinavian journal of clinical and laboratory investigation. Supplement
Scandinavian journal of disability research (SJDR)
Scandinavian journal of educational research
Scandinavian journal of food & nutrition
Scandinavian journal of forest research
Scandinavian journal of gastroenterology
Scandinavian journal of gastroenterology. Supplement
Scandinavian journal of history
Scandinavian journal of hospitality & tourism
Scandinavian journal of infectious diseases
Scandinavian journal of nutrition
Scandinavian journal of occupational therapy
Scandinavian journal of plastic and reconstructive surgery and hand surgery
Scandinavian journal of primary health care
Scandinavian journal of public health. Supplements
Scandinavian journal of rheumatology
Scandinavian journal of rheumatology. Supplements
Scandinavian journal of urology and nephrology
Scandinavian journal of urology and nephrology. Supplements
Scando-slavica
School effectiveness and school improvement
School leadership & management
School organisation
Science & global security
Science as culture
Scottish geographical journal
Scrutiny2
Security studies
Self & identity
Seminars in ophthalmology
Separation and purification reviews
Separation science and technology
Sequential analysis
Service industries journal
Sex education
Sexual addiction & compulsivity
Sexual and relationship therapy
Sexualities, evolution & gender
Shakespeare
Ships and offshore structures
Sibirica
Sikh formations
SJOT
Slavery & abolition
Small wars and insurgencies
Soccer and society
Social & cultural geography
Social epistemology
Social history
Social identities
Social influence
Social marketing quarterly
Social movement studies
Social neuroscience
Social semiotics
Social work education
Socialism and democracy
Society & natural resources
Sociological spectrum
Soft materials
Soil & sediment contamination
Solvent extraction and ion exchange
Somatosensory & motor research
Souls
South Asia
South Asian popular culture
South East European and Black Sea studies
South European society & politics
Space & polity
Spatial economic analysis
Spectroscopy letters
Sport in history
Sport in society
Sport, education & society
Sport, ethics and philosophy
Sports biomechanics
Statistics
Stochastic analysis and applications
Stochastic models
Stochastics
Strabismus
Strategic analysis
Strategic comments
Strategic survey ...
Strategies
Stress
Stress, trauma & crisis
Structure and infrastructure engineering
Studia neophilologica
Studia theologica
Studies in conflict and terrorism
Studies in continuing education
Studies in higher education
Studies in the history of gardens & designed landscapes
Studies on neotropic fauna and environment
Studying teacher education
Substance use & misuse
Sulfur letters
Supramolecular chemistry
Surveys in high energy physics
Survival
Svensk ÖNH tidskrift
Symbolae Osloenses
Synchrotron radiation news
Synthesis and reactivity in inorganic, metal-organic and nano-metal chemistry
Synthetic communications
The journal of legal medicine
The journal of maternal-fetal & neonatal medicine
The journal of mathematical sociology
The journal of North African studies
The journal of Pacific history
The journal of peasant studies
The journal of strategic studies
The journal of the Textile Institute
The military balance
The new review of academic librarianship
The new review of information networking
The new review of libraries and lifelong learning
The nonproliferation review
The Pacific review
The quarterly journal of experimental psychology
The quarterly journal of experimental psychology. Section A: Human experimental psychology
The quarterly journal of experimental psychology. Section B: Comparative and physiological psych
The review of communication
The round table
The Scandinavian economic history review
The Scandinavian journal of clinical & laboratory investigation
The sixties
The southern communication journal
The World journal of biological psychiatry
Theology & science
Theoretical issues in ergonomics science
Thinking & reasoning
Third text
Third World quarterly
Tidskriften om ledarskap organisation och personal
Total quality management & business excellence
Totalitarian movements & political religions
Tourism and hospitality planning & development
Tourism geographies
Toxic substance mechanisms
Toxicological and environmental chemistry
Toxicology mechanisms & methods
Toxin reviews
Traffic injury prevention
Translation studies
Transport reviews
Transport theory and statistical physics
Transportation planning & technology
Tribology transactions
Turkish studies
Twenty-first century society
Ultrasound review of obstetrics & gynecology
Ultrastructural pathology
Upsala journal of medical sciences
Urban design international